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1. Introduction
Shared attention is the attention focus shared by two or
more people on one object or human. Human communication is only possible when the people involved in such
communications have built a common conceptual ground
consisting of shared attention, shared experience, common
cultural knowledge, etc. [7]. Shared attention is a crucial
first step towards social interaction, as well as the primary
basis of social intelligence and a precursor of theory of mind
[3]. Humans can easily recognize and form shared attention
in a social group. Patients with autism feel it difficult to interact with people around due to the lack of ability to build
shared attention with others [1].
The study of shared attention is important because it
helps a computer vision system to better understand and
interpret human activities in images or videos. Robotics
equipped with the ability to detect and understand human
shared attention can also be more intelligent when interacting with humans. However, works on shared attention are
quite limited in the computer vision community at present.
Given a third-person social scene video clip, we want
to detect which frames contain shared attention and where
is the shared attention in those frames. We collect a new
dataset VideoCoAtt1 , which covers diverse social scenes
with full annotations. We also build a deep spatial-temporal
neural network with four modules: gaze estimation module,
region proposal module, spatial detection module and temporal optimization module. The proposed model explicitly
leverages human gaze direction, target region candidates,
and temporal inter-frame constraints for identifying shared
attention.

2. VideoCoAtt Dataset
In this section we describe our proposed VideoCoAtt
dataset, which is specifically designed for studying shared
attention in social scenes. Some example frames with annotations are presented in Fig. 1.
1 This dataset is available at: http://www.stat.ucla.edu/
lifengfan/shared_attention.
˜

Dataset Collection. The following principles drive the
collection of our dataset: 1) Natural social interaction. TV
show is a good choice because social interactions in TV
shows appear to be relatively more natural. The videos
are sourced from 20 different TV shows on Youtube. 2)
Large scale and high quality. We collect 380 RGB video sequences, each of which lasts for various time, from around
20s to more than 1 minute with a frame rate of 25 fps. In
total, there are 492,100 frames at the spatial resolution of
320 × 480. 3) Diversity and generality. The videos in the
VideoCoAtt dataset cover different countries and cultures,
such as American, Chinese, Indian, European, etc. The appearances of actors/actresses, the costume and props vary a
lot. There are also diverse scenario settings in VideoCoAtt,
including living room, kitchen, restaurant, Cafe, office, outdoor, etc. Moreover, the number of shared attentions per
frame and the number of involved people per shared attention can vary in different frames and videos. This generality
in VideoCoAtt dataset is beneficial for the trained model to
deal with multiple cases as in real life.
Dataset Annotation. We manually annotate all the
video frames using the online tool Vatic [8]. For each frame,
we mark whether there is shared attention in the scene. If
there is on-going shared attention in the scene, we mark
all the shared attentions with bounding boxes. Only those
shared attentions within the view of the scene will be annotated; those out of view or occluded will not be counted
as shared attention. Furthermore, for each shared attention,
we annotated all the heads that are currently engaged in the
certain shared attention using bounding boxes and attributes
related to the shared attention numbering.
Dataset Splitting. We split our VideoCoAtt dataset into
three parts for training, validation and testing respectively.
There are 181 videos (250,030 frames) in the training set, 90
videos (128,260 frames) in the validation set and 109 videos
(113,810 frames) in the testing set. To avoid overfitting
caused by similarities in human appearances and scenario
settings, we split our videos by different sources, which we
believe is necessary and will require a strong generalization
ability of our shared attention model.

Figure 1. Example frames from VideoCoAtt Dataset, where the shared attentions are annotated by red rectangles and red points. Different
groups of people involved in different shared attentions are annotated by rectangles in different colors. Best viewed in color.

Figure 2. Illustration of our model architecture consisting of four modules.

3. Our Model
Our shared attention detection model comprises of four
modules: 1) Gaze Estimation Module. For an input frame
It , we use retrained YOLO V2 to detect all the head location qt,i . The corresponding closeup image patch for head
h
location qt,i is cropped out from It and denoted as wt,i
.
A modified VGG 16 is then applied to regress a gaze dih
rection dt,i ∈ [−1, 1]2 for wt,i
. We use a Gaussian distribution to model the variation of a gaze ray with respect
to the predicted primary gaze direction dt,i and generate
g
a gaze heatmap Ht,i
for each detected head qt,i . Then a
final gaze heatmap Htg for frame It is generated via sumg
pooling all the prepared Ht,i
. 2) Region Proposal Module. To exploit context information, we use a region proposal module to generate a binary region proposal map
Htr for input image It , which is implemented by Structured Edge Detector (SED) [9]. 3) Spatial Detection Module. Shared attention detection is firstly conducted in a
frame-by-frame style. We apply a spatial detection module
consisting of several convolutional layers to combine the

gaze heatmap Htg and region proposal map Htr for intraframe shared attention detection and output the intermediate shared attention heatmap H̃t . 4) Temporal Optimization Module. To further exploit the temporal inter-frame
constraints in videos, we add a temporal optimization module LST M (·) that consists of several convolutional Long
Short-Term Memory (convLSTM) network [6] layers to get
the optimized eventual shared attention heatmap Ĥt . An illustration of our whole model architecture is presented in
Fig. 2.
We apply the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the
predicted shared attention heatmap Ĥt and the ground truth
shared attention binary map Ht as the loss function. The
inference is possible given the predicted shared attention
heatmap Ĥt , based on which we can compute the cumulative score for each region proposal bounding box bt,i .
We only keep those proposal bounding boxes with a score
higher than a threshold. Then we conduct a Non-Maximum
Suppression (NMS) [2] and treat the remaining bounding
boxes as our final shared attention prediction for frame It .

Prediction Acc.
52.3 %
64.0 %
58.0 %
68.5 %
54.0 %
52.4 %
50.8 %
58.7 %
59.4 %
66.2 %
71.4 %

L2 Dist.
188
108
110
74
72
122
286
102
83
71
62

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation results with Prediction Accuracy
and L2 Distance.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup
Evaluation Metrics. The percentage of frames with
right shared attention existence prediction over all the video
frames is applied as a metric Prediction Accuracy. We also
use the region proposal bounding boxes and shared attention
heatmap to generate a ROC Curve, reflecting the precision
and recall when predicting shared attention bounding boxes
under different score thresholds. AUC refers to the area under the ROC curve (higher is better). Then given a certain
score threshold, the L2 Distance (measured in pixel) is the
Euclidean distance between the predicted shared attention
bbx and the annotated ground truth.
Baseline Methods. Random: A Gaussian heatmap
with random mean and variance. Fixed Bias: A Gaussian
heatmap with mean and variance learned from our dataset.
Gaze Follow: We apply the gaze following model in [5] to
detect all the people’s gaze fixations and gaze concurrences
in a frame as a baseline. Gaze+Saliency and Gaze+Saliency
+LSTM: We replace our region proposal module with a topperformance saliency model [4], and consider two baselines
with and without the temporal optimization module respectively.
Ablation Study. Raw Img.: Only raw image as input to the spatial detection module. Only Gaze: Gaze estimation and spatial detection module. Only RP: Region
proposal and spatial detection module. Gaze+RP: Gaze
estimation, region proposal and spatial detection module.
Gaze+RP+Img.: Gaze, region proposal and raw image feature as input to spatial detection module.

4.2. Results and Analysis
Quantitative results. Table 1 shows the comparison of
our model with baseline methods and several ablation models by two evaluation metrics Prediction Accuracy and L2
Distance. Our model achieves the best performance in both
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Figure 3. Quantitative evaluation results with ROC Curve, computed over the test set of the VideoCoAtt dataset.

the shared attention interval detection task (Prediction Acc.:
71.4%) and the shared attention location prediction task (L2
Dist.: 62).
Among all the baseline models, the second best model
is Gaze+Saliency+LSTM with a Prediction Acc. of 66.2%
and a L2 Dist. of 71. The replacement of region proposal
module with a saliency model impairs our model performance because the shared attention of people in a social
interaction may not be the most visually salient object in
the scene, but more influenced by the on-going interaction.
The performance of the Gaze Follow baseline in detecting
shared attention is mediocre, which is mainly because that
shared attention of a social group is goal-driven and objectrelated, not just the concurrence of human gazes.
Among all the ablation models, Gaze+RP shows a overall best performance (Prediction Acc.: 68.5% and L2 Dist.:
74), but is still inferior to our full model with all the four
modules. And overall Only Gaze performs better than Only
RP, indicating the gaze estimation module plays a more important role than the region proposal module in shared attention detection, which is consistent with our intuitions.
The simplest model without any module design Raw Img.
performs worst. The ablation study shows that each of the
four modules proposed by our model (§ 3) is important and
necessary for shared attention detection in videos.
Fig. 3 shows the ROC Curve and AUC comparison results among our full model, baseline models and ablation
models. Our model has the best precision and recall performance and the largest AUC value than all the other models.
Qualitative results. Fig. 4 exhibits an internal visualization of shared attention detection results by our full model
on some example frames. The Gaze Heatmap roughly features the attention of each individual in the social scene and
is not enough to accurately feature shared attention. The
Region Proposal Map gives some potential shared attention
proposals and provides the important spatial constraints.
Single-frame Detection combines the Gaze Heatmap and

Figure 4. Shared attention detection results on example frames.

the Region Proposal Map to generate a preliminary shared
attention heatmap, which still has too much noises. After
the Temporal Optimization by convLSTM, the shared attention heatmap is much clearer and can provide more accurate
shared attention distribution information. The final column
in Fig. 4 compares our eventual shared attention prediction
results (depicted in red rectangles) with the ground truth
shared attention annotations (depicted in green rectangles).
As shown, there are good predictions that can exactly locate
the shared attention in the social scenes, like the prediction
in the first example. However, there are also some false
alarms existing. For example, The scene in the last row actually has only one shared attention, but our model gives
two predictions located near the two human faces. This is
an interesting failure example since whether the third person on the right side is looking at the person on the left
side or the person in the middle is somehow ambiguous for
our model to distinguish. That’s why the shared attention
heatmap gets two peaks for this example. But similar situation in the fifth scene is successfully solved by our model.
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